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Abstract 14 

Continuous and excessive use of organophosphorus compounds (OPs) has led to environmental 15 

contaminations which raise public concerns. This study investigates the isotope fractionation 16 

patterns of OPs in the aquatic environment dependence upon hydrolysis, photolysis and radical 17 

oxidation processes. The hydrolysis of parathion (EP) and methyl parathion (MP) resulted in 18 

significant carbon fractionation at lower pH (pH 2~7, εC=-6.9~-6.0‰ for EP, -10.5~-9.9‰ for 19 

MP) but no detectable carbon fractionation at higher pH (pH 12). Hydrogen fractionation was 20 
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not observed during any of the hydrolysis experiments. These results indicate that compound 21 

specific isotope analysis (CSIA) allows distinction of two different pH-dependent pathways of 22 

hydrolysis. Carbon and hydrogen isotope fractionation were determined during UV/H2O2 23 

photolysis of EP and tris(2-chloroethyl) phosphate (TCEP). The constant δ
2
H values determined 24 

during the OH radical reaction of EP suggested that the rate-limiting step proceeded through 25 

oxidative attack by OH radical on the P=S bond. The significant H isotope enrichment suggested 26 

that OH radical oxidation of TCEP was caused by an H-abstraction during the UV/H2O2 27 

processes (εH = -56 ±3‰). Fenton reaction was conducted to validate the H isotope enrichment 28 

of TCEP associated with radical oxidation, which yielded εH of -34 ±5‰. Transformation 29 

products of OPs during photodegradation were identified using Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron 30 

Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR MS). This study highlights that the carbon and hydrogen 31 

fractionation patterns have the potential to elucidate the transformation of OPs in the 32 

environment. 33 

Key words: compound specific isotope analysis, parathion, TCEP, hydrolysis, photolysis, 34 

transformation products. 35 

1. Introduction 36 

Organophosphorus compounds (OPs) are often used as pesticides, warfare agents, flame 37 

retardants, plasticizers, or flotation agents. The OPs discussed in the present study are esters of 38 

phosphoric acids, thiophosphoric acids and dithiophosphoric acids forming a wide variety of 39 

phosphates, phosphorothioates, or phosphorodithioates (Fig. S1 in supplementary material (SM)), 40 

each of them has different reactivity towards hydrolysis, oxidation and biodegradation 41 

(Pehkonen and Zhang, 2002; Singh and Walker, 2006). Many OP derivatives are associated with 42 
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acute toxicity by inhibiting acetylcholinesterase (AChE) in the nervous system, hence they are 43 

used as pesticides for control of insects and other higher organisms (Colovic et al., 2013). OP 44 

pesticides are less persistent in the environment when compared with organochlorine pesticides 45 

and thus have been widely used throughout the world. However, continuous and excessive use of 46 

OPs has led to environmental contaminations which raise public concerns (EPA, 2006).  47 

Parathion (O,O-diethyl O-(4-nitrophenyl) phosphorothioate), also known as ethyl parathion (EP), 48 

was one of the most widely applied organophosphorus insecticides in agriculture in the past 49 

decades, and was primarily used as an insecticide on fruit, cotton, wheat, vegetables, and nut 50 

crops (FAO, 1990b). The average half-life time of EP during hydrolysis, degradation in aerobic 51 

soil and anaerobic soil are 302 days, 58 days and 21 days respectively (Kegley et al., 2016b), 52 

which leads to a huge potential for EP and its metabolic products to contaminate surface water 53 

and groundwater. Its use is banned or restricted in many countries but continues in many other 54 

developing countries including China and India, where the application is still legal for crops.  55 

Methyl parathion (O,O-dimethyl-O-(4-nitrophenyl) phosphorothioate, MP) is structurally very 56 

similar to EP and less persistent in the environment, with an average half-life time during 57 

hydrolysis, degradation in aerobic soil and anaerobic soil of 45 days, 12 days and 1 day, 58 

respectively (Kegley et al., 2016a). Due to its severe hazardous potential classified by the 59 

Rotterdam Convention, MP is not allowed for sale and import in nearly all countries around the 60 

world (RotterdamConvention, 2004).  61 

Tris(2-chloroethyl) phosphate (TCEP) is an anthropogenic organic compound used as flame 62 

retardant, plasticizer, and viscosity regulator in various types of polymers, and is commonly 63 

listed among a class of emerging contaminants associated with wastewater pollution of 64 
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freshwater resources (Andresen et al., 2004; Stackelberg et al., 2007). TCEP is considered as 65 

almost non-biodegradable and not expected to hydrolyze significantly under environmental 66 

conditions, thus advanced oxidation processes (AOP), such as Fenton reaction and UV/H2O2, 67 

have been studied as a possible remediation strategy (Ou et al., 2017; Watts and Linden, 2008; 68 

Watts and Linden, 2009; Yuan et al., 2015). 69 

Compound specific stable isotope analysis (CSIA) can provide additional information on the 70 

organic pollutants’ transformation pathways in complex environments (Elsner et al., 2005; 71 

Hofstetter and Berg, 2011; Thullner et al., 2012). Previous studies have shown the potential use 72 

of stable isotope fractionation to characterize transformation mechanisms of organic compounds 73 

(Elsner, 2010; Elsner and Imfeld, 2016; Elsner et al., 2012; Nijenhuis and Richnow, 2016; Vogt 74 

et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2014), as this approach is a valuable tool to analyze the rate-limiting step 75 

in reaction mechanisms such as the mode of chemical bond cleavage (Northrop, 1981).  76 

Hydrolysis is one pathway controlling the fate of OPs in the environment and react by a common 77 

mechanism, where H2O and OH
–
 act as nucleophiles in a bimolecular nucleophilic substitution 78 

mechanism (SN2 mechanism) (Pehkonen and Zhang, 2002). The esters of phosphates, 79 

phosphorothioates, and phosphorodithioates can be hydrolyzed under acidic and alkaline 80 

conditions by two different pathways but the relative contribution of each hydrolysis pathway is 81 

pH-dependent. Photodegradation and chemical oxidation are other important degradation 82 

processes. Several studies investigated the reaction mechanisms of OPs during photodegradation, 83 

in which simultaneous pathways including oxidation of P=S to P=O, elimination of nitro group, 84 

remethylation and oxidation of the alkyl substituent were proposed (Araújo et al., 2007; Durand 85 

et al., 1994; Kanmoni et al., 2012; Sakellarides et al., 2003; Santos et al., 2005; Wu and Linden, 86 

2008). Although several types of transformation products were typically determined, it is 87 
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difficult to confirm photodegradation pathways via identified transformation products, as short-88 

lived intermediates could be missed. 89 

Previous studies reported OPs contamination in natural waters (Pehkonen and Zhang, 2002) and 90 

atmosphere (Kawahara et al., 2005). OP residues have been found in rain, snow, fog and air 91 

samples (Aston and Seiber, 1996). Oxidation of OPs by OH radical is likely in surface water and 92 

atmosphere (aerosols). OH radical can be generated by natural presented photosensitizers such as 93 

humic substances (Zhang et al., 2015). The photosensitizers promoted indirect photolysis is a 94 

naturally occurring degradation process. It may be an important factor governing the fate of 95 

organic contaminants in the environment. The multi-isotope fractionation pattern allows 96 

characterize the bond cleavage mechanisms of photosensitization, and is thus a valuable tool for 97 

studying the fate of OPs in surface waters and atmospheric media containing photosensitizers. 98 

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the carbon and hydrogen isotope fractionation 99 

patterns associated with hydrolysis and photolysis which are considered to be important chemical 100 

transformation reactions of OPs in the environment. We selected EP, MP and dimethoate (Wu et 101 

al., 2017) as model compounds of phosphorothioates and phosphorodithioates representing  102 

typical esters of phosphoric acids  and analyzed the carbon and hydrogen isotope fractionation 103 

patterns upon hydrolysis at various pH values to study the different mode of hydrolysis by CSIA. 104 

Radical oxidation and photolysis of EP (model of phosphorothioates) were investigated to 105 

compare isotope fractionation patterns with those obtained from hydrolysis. In addition, OH 106 

radical oxidation of TCEP (model of phosphate) by Fenton reaction (the iron catalyzed hydrogen 107 

peroxide) and via indirect photolysis (UV/H2O2) was performed to understand the isotope 108 

fractionation associated by an H-abstraction step. The transformation products were further 109 
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identified using Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) 110 

to analyze the transformation mechanisms.  111 

2. Materials and methods 112 

2.1 Chemicals 113 

Parathion (O, O-diethyl O-(4-nitrophenyl) phosphorothioate, purity > 99.7%), methyl parathion 114 

(O, O-dimethyl-O-(4-nitrophenyl) phosphorothioate; purity>99.8%), TCEP (tris(2-chloroethyl) 115 

phosphate, purity> 97.0%) and dichlorvos (2,2-dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate, purity > 116 

98.8%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany) and used without further 117 

purification. Tributyl phosphate (TBP, purity 99%) was purchased in Xiya Company in China. 118 

Hydrogen peroxide (30% w/w) was supplied by Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). 119 

2.2 Hydrolysis experiment 120 

Hydrolysis of EP and MP were carried out at up to 60°C (to reduce the reaction time) in 100 mM 121 

phosphate buffer solution at pH 2, pH 5, pH 7, pH 9 and pH 12, respectively. All experiments 122 

were conducted as batch experiments in 100 mL buffer solution, with an initial concentration of 123 

24 mg L
-1

 for EP and 50 mg L
-1

 for MP. At different time intervals, the hydrolysis was stopped 124 

by adjusting the whole 100 mL aqueous sample to pH 7 using 6N HCl or 5M NaOH. The 125 

residues of EP and MP were extracted by 2 mL dichloromethane containing 400 mg L
-1

 of 126 

dichlorvos as internal standard, shaking at 180 rpm for 2h. Afterwards, the organic phase was 127 

transferred into 2mL vials for concentration and isotope analysis.  128 

2.3 Direct photolysis and OH radical reaction 129 
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The photolysis of EP was conducted in a photochemical reactor system consisting of a 2 L Pyrex 130 

cylindrical flask and a circulating water system. Irradiation was achieved using a 150-W xenon 131 

lamp as the light source (Type L2175, wavelength: 185-2000 nm, Hamamatsu, Japan). The light 132 

spectrum is shown in Fig. S2. A filter with a 280 nm cut-off wavelength (Schott WG 280 long 133 

pass filter, 3.15mm thick, Galvoptics Ltd, United Kingdom) was applied to provide emission 134 

spectrum with wavelengths ≥280 nm typical of the sun at the Earth's surface. All EP experiments 135 

were conducted in phosphate buffer (10 mM, pH 7) at 25 °C, with initial concentration of 10 mg 136 

L
-1

. For the OH radical oxidation experiments, 30% H2O2 was used to obtain initial molar ratio 137 

of H2O2: EP to 500:1. The direct photolysis of EP was performed at the same conditions without 138 

H2O2 and without 280 nm filter as EP has maximum absorption at 277 nm in MilliQ water and 139 

maximum absorption at 289 nm in phosphate buffer (Fig. S3). Dark control experiments were 140 

conducted in the same system without UV irradiation.  141 

The OH radical reaction of TCEP was conducted in the same photochemical reactor system as 142 

for EP, but using a 200 mL Pyrex cylindrical flask. All TCEP experiments were conducted in 143 

phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7) at 20 °C, with initial concentration of 500 mg L
-1

, 30% H2O2 144 

was used obtain initial molar ratio of H2O2: TCEP to 50:1. Dark control experiments were 145 

conducted in the same system without UV irradiation in order to investigate the oxidation of 146 

TCEP by H2O2. Another control experiment was performed at the same condition but without 147 

H2O2 in order to investigate the direct photolysis of TCEP. More detailed information is 148 

described in SM. 149 

2.4 Fenton reaction 150 
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The OH radical oxidation by Fenton reaction of TCEP was investigated at room temperature in 151 

200 mL well-stirred phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 3) with an initial molar ratio of 152 

TCEP:H2O2:FeSO4 to 1:50:10. The initial concentration of TCEP was 500 mg L
-1

. To attain 153 

homogeneous reaction, required amount of TCEP and Fe
2+

 stock solution was first dissolved into 154 

buffer and stirred for 30 min. The Fenton reaction was then initiated by sequential addition of 1.8 155 

mL of 30% H2O2 (30min sequencing intervals). The solution was continuously mixed at 400 rpm 156 

during 2-hour reaction. At 30 min intervals, 10 mL of aqueous sample was taken for the 157 

extraction of TCEP residues by adding 0.5 mL of dichloromethane containing 2000 mg L
-1

 TBP 158 

as internal standard and shaken at 180 rpm at 4 °C for 2h. The excessed OH radicals were 159 

quenched by an addition of 1 mL of isopropanol to stop the reaction during extraction procedure. 160 

2.5 Analytical methods 161 

2.5.1 Concentration determination 162 

An Agilent 6890 series GC (Agilent Technologies, USA) equipped with a flame ionization 163 

detector (FID) was used to determine the concentration throughout the study. Analytes were 164 

separated in an HP-5 column (30 m × 320 µm × 0.25 µm, Agilent 19091J-413, USA) with 165 

helium flow of 1.5 mL min
-1

 as the carrier gas. The oven was first held at 60 °C for 2 min, then 166 

increased at 10 °C min
-1 

to 160 °C, at 5 °C min
-1

 to 220 °C, and finally at 15 °C min
-1

 to 280 °C 167 

and held for 2 min. Each TCEP sample containing internal standard was measured once with a 168 

split ratio of 50:1, EP and MP samples were measured with a split ratio of 10:1.  169 

2.5.2 Isotope analysis 170 
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The carbon and hydrogen isotope compositions were analyzed by gas chromatograph-171 

combustion-isotope ratio mass spectrometer  (GC-C-IRMS) and gas chromatograph-chromium 172 

based high temperature conversion-isotope ratio mass spectrometer (GC-Cr/HTC-IRMS) system 173 

using the same methods as described by Wu and colleagues (Wu et al., 2017) but with 174 

modifications on oven temperature programs: the column was initially held at 60 °C for 2 min, 175 

ramped at 8 °C min
-1

 to 280 °C, and then held for 2 min. All samples were run in triplicates and 176 

errors are reported in SM. All hydrogen isotope results were calibrated by two-point calibration 177 

against two reference compounds using hexadecane A (δ
2
H = -167 ‰) and hexadecane B (δ

2
H = 178 

-11‰) which were described elsewhere (Renpenning et al., 2015). The quantification of isotope 179 

fractionation was evaluated by isotope enrichment factors (ε) using Rayleigh equation which is 180 

reported previously (Elsner et al., 2005; Hofstetter et al., 2008) and described briefly in SM. 181 

2.5.3 Transformation product analysis 182 

Transformation products of EP and TCEP during photodegradation were tentatively identified 183 

analyzing the precise mass via ultra-high resolution FT-ICR MS (Solarix XR 12T, Bruker 184 

Daltonics) based on accurate masses allowing calculating elemental compositions of ions. 10 mL 185 

of aqueous solution was extracted by solid phase extraction (SPE) using Bond Elut PPL 186 

cartridges (50 mg, Agilent). The SPE extraction procedures followed the manufacturer 187 

guidelines and the transformation products were eluted with 0.5 mL methanol. The methanolic 188 

extract was diluted 1:100 or 1:1000 (v/v) with MilliQ water /MeOH (1:1, v/v) before analysis. A 189 

FT-ICR MS equipped with a dynamically harmonized analyzer cell was used for the analysis of 190 

the methanolic extracts. Samples were measured with positive and negative mode electrospray 191 

ionization in direct infusion mode with a 4 MWord time domain using typical electrospray 192 

ionization (ESI) conditions. For each sample, 16 (TCEP) or 128 to 256 scans (EP, 10 – 100 ms 193 
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ion accumulation time) were co-added in a range of 73-3000 m/z and the spectra externally 194 

calibrated with fatty acids present in the samples between m/z 83 and m/z 353. The high mass 195 

accuracy and resolution (450000 at m/z 200) allowed for a tentative assignment of possible 196 

transformation products via their exact mass and calculated molecular formulas where the 197 

molecular formulas of the parent compounds were used as an upper element limit for the 198 

calculation. For further method details, refer to the SM. 199 

3. Results and discussion 200 

3.1 Isotope fractionation patterns of EP and MP during hydrolysis 201 

More than 90% of MP and EP were hydrolyzed in phosphate buffer at pH 2 ~ 12 and C and H 202 

isotope ratios were analyzed (Fig.1). The hydrolysis of MP and EP is a homogeneous reaction 203 

following pseudo-first-order kinetics (Fig. S6), the rate constants under all examined conditions 204 

are shown in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 1, significant C isotope fractionation was observed 205 

during MP hydrolysis at lower pH and could be quantified by the Rayleigh model, corresponding 206 

to isotope enrichment factors of εC = -10.0 ± 0.7‰ at pH 2, εC = -10.5 ± 1.1‰ at pH 5 and εC = -207 

9.9 ± 0.7‰ at pH 7. The C isotope fractionation upon EP hydrolysis corresponding to isotope 208 

enrichment factors of εC = -6.9 ± 0.8‰ at pH 2, -6.7 ± 0.4‰ at pH 5 and -6.0 ± 0.2‰ at pH 7 209 

were described by the Rayleigh model as well. Smaller but significant C isotope fractionation 210 

corresponding to isotope enrichment factor of εC = -6.5 ± 0.4‰ for MP and εC = -3.5 ± 0.4‰ for 211 

EP were observed during hydrolysis at pH 9, however, no C isotope fractionation was observed 212 

for both MP and EP hydrolysis at pH 12, indicating a different pathway.  213 

The reduction of C isotope fractionation by almost 50 % at pH 9 suggests compared to neutral 214 

conditions that two pathways of hydrolysis take place. If a substrate is being degraded via two 215 
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competing pathways and following first-order kinetics, the rate ratio (F) of two competing 216 

pathways can be calculated from the observed isotope enrichment factor and the isotope 217 

enrichment factors associated with the two pathways. The extended Rayleigh-type equation 218 

derived by Van Breukelen (Van Breukelen, 2007) was employed to calculate the contribution of 219 

each pathway. According to the calculation (described in SM), MP hydrolysis at pH 9 has a 220 

contribution of 62 ~ 66% compared to the reaction pathway under acidic condition, while EP 221 

hydrolysis at pH 9 has a contribution of 51 ~ 58% compared to the pathway under acidic 222 

condition.  223 

Furthermore, we did not observe significant changes in H isotope ratios of MP and EP during 224 

hydrolysis at any pH, indicating no H bond cleavage is involved during the rate limiting step of 225 

the hydrolysis. The combination of negligible H and significant C isotope fractionation indicates 226 

that hydrolysis under acidic and neutral conditions undergoes the same transformation 227 

mechanism which involves C bond cleavage. Transformation mechanism changes under strong 228 

alkaline condition, suggesting no C bond cleavage in the rate limiting step at pH 12. Thus, C 229 

isotope fractionation can be used to distinguish different types of hydrolysis of MP and EP. The 230 

observed similar isotope fractionation patterns during the hydrolysis suggest the same 231 

transformation mechanisms for MP and EP. The smaller εC obtained in EP hydrolysis at the same 232 

pH can be explained by isotope dilution effects, as EP molecules contain two more carbon atoms 233 

in comparison to MP molecules. 234 
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235 

 236 

Fig. 1. Rayleigh plots for Carbon and hydrogen stable isotope fractionation of EP and MP during 237 

hydrolysis at different pH. Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The ε values were 238 

reported in Table 1. 239 

3.2 Exploring the hydrolysis mechanisms of OPs 240 

General hydrolysis pathways of OPs were proposed in Scheme 1. Two pathways have been 241 

reported previously for EP hydrolysis (Wanamaker et al., 2013). The previous reported pathways 242 

can be characterized by isotope fractionation analysis. Under acidic/neutral conditions, the 243 

product O-ethyl O-(4-nitrophenol) hydrogen phosphorothioate is formed through C-O bond 244 

cleavage, which results in a significant C isotope enrichment. The major transformation products 245 

of 4-nitrophenol and O, O-diethyl hydrogen phosphorothioate at higher pH suggest a P-O bond 246 
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cleavage which supports our interpretation that no C isotope fractionation is observed at pH 12 247 

due to no C bond cleavage in the rate limiting step of the reaction. An enrichment factor of εC = -248 

3.5 ± 0.4‰ obtained during hydrolysis at pH 9 indicates that two hydrolysis pathways of EP are 249 

active simultaneously. The P-O bond cleavage has no effect on isotope composition of EP and 250 

lower the isotope fractionation contributed from the O-C bond cleavage mechanism. No H 251 

isotope fractionation is observed during EP hydrolysis at any pH since no H bond cleavage is 252 

involved in the rate determining step of the first irreversible reaction. 253 

The similar hydrolysis pathways are reported for MP, where the dominant product of acid 254 

hydrolysis is O-methyl O-(4-nitrophenol) hydrogen phosphorothioate while under alkaline 255 

hydrolysis the main product is 4-nitrophenol (FAO, 1990a). The interpretation of the reaction 256 

mechanisms suggested in former studies appears to be consistent with the isotope fractionation 257 

results of the present study:  O-methyl O-(4-nitrophenol) hydrogen phosphorothioate is formed 258 

through C-O bond cleavage during acid hydrolysis, leading to significant C isotope enrichment 259 

in the remaining phase; 4-nitrophenol is produced through P-O bond cleavage during alkaline 260 

hydrolysis and gives no C isotope fractionation. The same hydrolysis pathways were investigated 261 

using isotope fractionation for dimethoate in a previous study from our laboratory (Wu et al., 262 

2017), where the enrichment factor of εC = -8.3 ± 0.3‰ at pH 7 indicated a C–O bond cleavage; 263 

and a P–S bond cleavage at pH 12 resulted in a negligible enrichment factor of εC = -0.4 ± 0.1‰.  264 

In summary, we propose two general hydrolysis pathways of OPs including phosphates, 265 

phosphorothioates and phosphorodithioates (Scheme 1): one is P-O (S) bond cleavage by 266 

nucleophilic attack at the phosphorus atom, resulting in no C (and H) isotope fractionation; 267 

another one is C-O bond cleavage by nucleophilic attack at the carbon atom, resulting in a 268 
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significant C (and no H) isotope fractionation. Therefore, C isotope fractionation can be used to 269 

distinguish different hydrolysis pathways of OPs. 270 

  271 

Scheme 1. Proposed transformation mechanisms of OPs during hydrolysis at different pH. 272 

Hydrolysis of OPs can occur via two pathways: attack by OH
-
 and H2O at the phosphorus atom 273 

at high pH and attack by H2O at the α-carbon of the alkoxy group at low pH.  R1 and R2 are 274 

predominantly aryl or alkyl group. R3 can be diverse and may belong to a wide range of aliphatic, 275 

aromatic or heterocyclic group. 276 

3.3 Isotope fractionation patterns of EP during direct photolysis and OH radical reaction  277 

EP shows a maximum absorption at 289 nm when dissolved in phosphate buffer (Fig. S3). Up to 278 

99% of EP was converted slowly after 359 h during direct photolysis without applying a 280 nm 279 

cut-off filter. The same amount of EP was transformed much faster, within 23 h, during the 280 

indirect photolysis (UV/H2O2) at wavelengths above 280 nm. The obtained rate constants of 0.36 281 

×10
-5

 s
-1

 with R
2
 of 0.976 for direct photolysis and 4.61 ×10

-5
 s

-1
 with R

2
 of 0.992 for indirect 282 

photolysis indicate that photolysis and the OH radical oxidation of EP follows pseudo-first-order 283 

kinetics (Fig. S8). C isotope fractionation associated with direct photolysis and OH radical 284 
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reaction of EP was low but still could be quantified by the Rayleigh model. The δ
13

C was 285 

enriched by 2.8‰ after more than 99% of EP degradation during direct photolysis, 286 

corresponding to a εC of -0.6 ± 0.1‰ (Fig. 2). The δ
13

C only enriched by 1.5‰ after more than 287 

98% of EP conversion during OH radical oxidation induced by UV/H2O2 photolysis, 288 

corresponding to a εC of -0.8 ± 0.1‰ (Fig. 2). No detectable H isotope fractionation was 289 

observed during both experiments of EP, suggesting no H bond breaking occurs. 290 

 291 

Fig. 2. Rayleigh plots for carbon and hydrogen stable isotope fractionation of EP during direct 292 

photolysis (without filter) and OH radical reaction (UV/H2O2). Dashed lines indicate the 95% 293 

confidence intervals. No hydrogen isotope fractionation was obtained. The εC values were 294 

reported in Table 1. 295 

3.4 Isotope fractionation patterns of TCEP during OH radical reaction 296 

TCEP is transparent in the wide range of 200 – 800 nm wavelengths (Fig. S3) and thus has no 297 

potential to harvest light for direct photolysis. The OH radical oxidation and corresponding C 298 

and H isotope fractionation of TCEP was investigated using UV/H2O2 and Fenton reagents 299 

FeSO4/H2O2, respectively. In the UV/H2O2 system, the δ
13

C value of TCEP was enriched 300 
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from -31.5 ± 0.2‰ to -26.3 ± 0.3‰ after 13 h (97% of degradation) and δ
2
H value was enriched 301 

from -25 ± 5‰ to 185 ± 5‰ (Fig. S9). Rate constant of 7.86 ×10
-5

 s
-1

 with R
2
 of 0.999 indicates 302 

a pseudo-first-order kinetic reaction (Fig. S8). The C and H isotope fractionation can be 303 

quantified by the Rayleigh equation yielding a small εC of −1.4 ± 0.1‰, and a large εH of −56 ± 304 

3‰. The hydrogen and carbon fractionation are linearly correlated yielding a dual isotope 305 

enrichment factor (Λ) of 43 ± 5 (Fig. 3). Λ is the slope of the linear relationship of isotope 306 

composition shifts of both elements (Δδ
2
H vs Δδ

13
C), expressed as Λ = Δδ

2
H/Δδ

13
C, where 307 

Δδ
2
H = δ

2
Ht - δ

2
H0, Δδ

13
C = δ

13
Ct - δ

13
C0. The control experiment without adding H2O2 clearly 308 

showed no loss of TCEP after 136 h, indicating that no direct photolysis of TCEP occurred.  309 

Fenton reaction of TCEP is a pseudo-first-order kinetic reaction too. The δ
13

C value was 310 

enriched from -29.4 ± 0.3‰ to -26.2 ± 0.2‰ and δ
2
H was enriched from -28 ± 3‰ to 87 ± 4‰ 311 

after 96% degradation (Fig. S9), yielding a fractionation factor of εC of −1.0 ± 0.2‰ and εH of 312 

−34 ± 5‰. The hydrogen and carbon fractionation are linearly correlated by a Λ factor of 35 ± 5 313 

(Fig. 3).  314 
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315 

 316 

Fig. 3. Rayleigh plots quantifying 
2
H and 

13
C fractionation of TCEP and the correlation of 

2
H 317 

and 
13

C fractionation during OH radical oxidation by UV/H2O2 and Fenton reaction. Dashed 318 

lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The εC and εH values were reported in Table 1. 319 

3.5 Exploring the OH radical reaction mechanisms of OPs 320 

The FT-ICR MS analysis was used to identify photodegradation products of EP and TCEP to 321 

confirm proposed OP transformation pathways using transformation products patterns. 322 

Photodegradation of EP yielded five major transformation products (Table S1). The rate-limiting 323 

step of photodegradation of EP involves OH radical addition to the central phosphorus atom to 324 

yield an phosphorenyl radical, this OH adduct radical may be prone to stabilization by two 325 

different pathways as illustrated in Scheme 2a: (A) stabilization by the elimination of sulfhydryl 326 
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radical to produce P=O bond to form Paraoxon (P1) (C10H14NO6P, m/z pos: 276.0632) which was 327 

one of the major products determined in the reaction solution. Previous studies shows that the 328 

oxidative attack of the OH radicals on the P=S bond occurs firstly in the case of 329 

phosphorothioates, such as dichlofenthion (Konstantinou et al., 2001), pirimiphos-methyl 330 

(Herrmann et al., 1999), fenitrothion (Kerzhentsev et al., 1996) and dimethoate (Evgenidou et al., 331 

2006). Wu and colleagues studied desulfurization of phosphorothioate and proposed that the 332 

sulfur atom can be replaced by an oxygen atom via a radical mechanism (Wu et al., 2012). (B) 333 

Stabilization by the elimination of nitrophenol from the phosphoric center to form P2 (C6H5NO3, 334 

m/z neg: 138.0197) and P3 (C4H11O3PS, m/z neg: 169.0094). The subsequent reaction of 335 

Paraoxon (P1) may lead to the formation of P2 and P4 (C4H11O4P, m/z neg: 153.0322) through a 336 

P-O bond cleavage.  337 

Transformation product analysis showed no difference between direct photolysis and OH radical 338 

oxidation of EP, indicating the same transformation mechanisms starting with the oxidation of 339 

the sulfur. The proposed mechanisms are consistent with isotope fractionation results, as no 340 

significant C or H isotope fractionation was observed (Fig. 2). Wu and Linden proposed a third 341 

pathway where a hydroxyl radical attacks the nitrophenyl bond which results in a formation of 342 

O,O-diethyl-phenyl thiophosphate (Wu and Linden, 2008). The observed εC of -0.6 ± 0.1‰ from 343 

direct photolysis and εC of -0.8 ± 0.1‰ from OH radical oxidation (Fig. 2, Table 1) are too small 344 

to be indicatives of C-N bond cleavage. In addition, P5 (O,O-diethyl phenyl thiophosphate,  345 

C10H15O3PS) with expected m/z pos: 247.0552 or m/z neg: 245.0407 was not detected as a 346 

transformation product by FT-ICR MS analysis in the present study.  347 

Eight transformation products (P1 to P8) were detected in the photodegradation of TCEP using 348 

UV/H2O2, the tentative structure of the products are shown in Table S2. Scheme 2b illustrates the 349 
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proposed first step transformation of TCEP during OH radical reaction. Pathway A involves 350 

hydrogen abstraction from the alkyl-C position by OH radical to produce carbon-centered radical, 351 

which is followed by oxygen addition to generate the peroxyl radical. Peroxyl radicals typically 352 

undergo a bimolecular Russell Mechanism (Miyamoto et al., 2003) leading to the corresponding 353 

alcohol, P1 (C6H12Cl3O5P, m/z pos (Na): 322.9380), and aldehyde which are expected to be 354 

readily hydrolyzed to P2 (C6H11Cl2O6P, m/z neg: 278.9598). Pathway B involves OH radical 355 

addition to the central phosphorus atom to yield an oxygen-centered phosphorenyl radical, which 356 

is followed by the elimination of an ethyl-chlorine arm from the phosphoric center to form P3 357 

(C4H9Cl2O4P, m/z neg: 220.9543). In addition, P4 (C6H13Cl2O5P, m/z neg: 264.9805) was detected 358 

with a lower intensity compared to other transformation products, which is likely formed by the 359 

hydrolysis of TCEP resulting a substitution of one chlorine terminal by a carboxyl. Further 360 

breakdown products formed in subsequent reactions are found (P5 to P8 see SM) which are not 361 

discussed in this study.  362 

Hydrogen abstraction and addition-elimination are the primary mechanisms for the 363 

photocatalytic oxidation of dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) via hydroxyl radical attack 364 

(Aguila et al., 2001; Oshea et al., 1997). Similar mechanisms are proposed for the degradation of 365 

TECP via persulfate radical attack (Ou et al., 2017). The significant isotope fractionation of 366 

TCEP of εH = −56 ± 3‰ combined with εC = −1.4 ± 0.1‰ suggests a C-H bond cleavage, which 367 

supports the H abstraction mechanism as well. 368 

Our results suggest that the major reaction mechanisms of OPs during OH radical reaction are 369 

related to their chemical structures as illustrated in Scheme 2: (1) The P=S bond is oxidized to 370 

P=O in case of phosphorothioate structure (e.g. EP) in the rate determining step yielding very 371 

low or no carbon and hydrogen fractionation in contrast to (2) C-H bond breaking through H 372 
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abstraction step in case of phosphate structure substitution by alkyl groups (e.g. TCEP). These 373 

two major chemical structures-dependent reaction mechanisms of OPs can be distinct when 374 

applying C and H isotope fractionation approach diagnostically. 375 

 376 

 377 

Scheme 2. Proposed transformation mechanisms of OH radical reaction with EP (a) and TCEP 378 

(b). Scheme 2a illustrates the rate-limiting step of the photodegradation of EP, which involves 379 
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OH radical addition to the central phosphorus atom and stabilized by two different pathways: (A) 380 

the elimination of sulfhydryl radical to produce P=O bond to form paraoxon (P1); (B) the 381 

elimination of nitrophenol from the phosphoric center to form P2 and P3. Scheme 2b illustrates 382 

the first step reactions of TCEP may simultaneously occur over two different pathways: (A) 383 

involves hydrogen abstraction by OH radical, followed by oxygen addition and then undergo 384 

Russell Mechanism and hydrolysis to form P1 and P2; (B) involves OH radical addition to the 385 

central phosphorus atom, followed by the elimination of an ethyl-chlorine arm from the 386 

phosphoric center to form P3. 387 

 4. Conclusions 388 

Carbon and hydrogen stable isotope fractionation can be used diagnostically to characterize 389 

degradation pathways of phosphates, phosphorothioates and phosphorodithioates which are core 390 

structural elements of large variety of OPs. The variation of carbon isotope fractionation pattern 391 

has a potential for characterizing different modes of hydrolysis. The hydrogen isotope 392 

fractionation is low when a P-O(S) bond in phosphates, phosphorothioates and 393 

phosphorodithioates is hydrolyzed. The characteristic isotope fractionation upon hydrolysis may 394 

be used for evaluation of remediation approaches using alkaline hydrolysis in contaminated 395 

groundwater (LRSB, 2014; Nielsen et al., 2014),  whereas the isotope fractionation pattern of the 396 

residual fraction may give information about which mode of hydrolysis was at work. The isotope 397 

fractionation may be used to characterize hydrolytic reaction in plumes of contaminated aquifers 398 

or in the vicinity of industrial dump sites.   399 

In case of OH radical oxidation or direct photolysis, cleavage of a C-H bond can lead to a 400 

characteristic correlation of hydrogen and carbon fractionation for exploring predominant 401 
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degradation pathways in surface water bodies or in aerosols. However, phosphorothioates and 402 

phosphorodithioates will become desulfurized in the rate limiting step not yielding a larger 403 

isotope fractionation which limits the CSIA concept for tracing the process under environmental 404 

conditions.  Possible radical oxidation reaction cannot be analyzed by 
2
H and 

13
C fractionation 405 

when the degradation process is initiated with a desulfurization step in the first irreversible 406 

reaction which is a clear limitation for the multi isotope fractionation analysis. Thus, the isotope 407 

fractionation might be used for evaluating In Situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO) of phosphate 408 

derivatives but has limitation for phosphorothioates and phosphorodithioates. 409 

Hydrolysis and oxidation are concerned to be major degradation pathways for OPs. Our 410 

systematic study on 
2
H and 

13
C fractionation of OPs shows the potential for analyzing chemical 411 

degradation reactions in aquatic environments using the isotope fractionation concept. For 412 

further exploring the diagnostic potential of tracing reaction mechanisms in the environment 413 

using isotope fractionation, systematic studies on microbial degradation are needed and 
2
H and 414 

13
C fractionation patterns need to be compared with those of chemical transformation reactions. 415 
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